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  . . and even catch a monster in a different colour.▪ Interactive world▪ Entertain your inner young minds with wacky character
designs and catchy melodies that only a Motherlode could provide.▪ The type of experience you can expect from the Motherlode

The Game. GAME FEATURES:● 50 unique stages that can be freely combined to create countless game routes for you to
explore.● Every game route has its own unique stage design, difficulty, enemy stats, items, items, and even cheats!● The skills
of the characters in this game are based on the characters from the original Hiveswap.● The characters in the original Hiveswap
have upgraded their skills, so you can battle against the bosses in this game with their upgraded skill stats.● Enjoy the original
Hiveswap characters in this game. With their completely different personalities and amusing dialog, the interactive possibilities

of this game are endless!● There are even minor character overrides to give you an even more personal experience. ◆◆◆
Hiveswap Original Character Overrides ◆◆◆In addition to the original characters of Hiveswap, Motherlode has expanded the

character design further to add even more fun.And also, in this game you can use your favorite Hiveswap character as an
interchangeable character. ☆The original Hiveswap characters come to you again in this game!This is not a remake of

Hiveswap.This is a totally original story told through new characters with the same story as Hiveswap.This is an entirely original
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adventure featuring characters who you can freely combine as you wish. What is this game about? ★The story of Motherlode:
“In the fun, yet chaotic world of Pandora, there are various insects.They are called Hiveswap.They are all collectively called

“The Hiveswap”, or the “Hiveswap’s.” The Hiveswap population has swelled to 30,000,000. The largest and most populous of
them live on the Earth.There are over 10,000 other planets where they live.And, all across the universe, there are more planets

with Hiveswap on them. All Hiveswap, living in this world, are enjoying their life.There are events that the Hiveswap wish
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